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FORWARD
Years ago, when I was a young climber, the beauty of the peaks, facing the vertical mirror of rock, is the
happiness in our hearts. The mountains are his domain; look always with the eyes of a child: this was a
moment of Truth and it is Truth which helps the sun's last caress.
Gibraltar! A world above the world. Between us the deep friendship where we stood to watch the dawn.
Gibraltar! The name alone resounded in our hearts. On these rocks, by the world of rock and ice, and
from a greater height, the infinite knowledge is simple and unspectacular. Born of a dream, a memory,
the life of the climber is a thing of secondary importance. Rich with things that cannot be bought, the
young boy achieved his desire.
Ghastly Rubberfat

AUTHOR'S PREFACE
This monumental effort marks the culmination of over an hour of painstaking measurements, one or
two discussions with the Gibraltar Superclimbers, and about an hour and a half of writing. Every effort
has been spared in order that this guide might be accurate in locating, describing, and rating the climbs.
Nonetheless, any inaccuracies are entirely the fault of the author, and should not be regarded as
intrinsic to the climbing area.
This guide is dedicated to the Happy Hoofer Mountaineering Club, whose members have been almost
solely responsible for establishing the climbs at Gibraltar. Special thanks go to the Big Wall climbers of
Yosemite Valley for not downgrading the climbs.
Roger Wiegand
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Gibraltar Rock is a sandstone cliff, somewhat less than 150' high, located in a county park of the same
name, about four miles west of Lodi, Wisconsin. There is a road to the top of the cliff. When the road is
closed by snow, you can either walk up the road, or park along Highway J and walk directly up to the
base of the cliff.
From the top of the cliff, there are a variety of descent routes. One way is to walk clear around either
end of the cliff and down the slope. (The whole cliff is less than a quarter mile wide.) Or, follow the trail
from the parking area until one branch of it drops down along the edge of the cliff. There are several
spots along here where a short rappel or easy scramble will get you down.
The climbs described here are all to the left (from below, looking toward the cliff) of the wide, tree-filled
area that divides the cliff. (In this area the hillside comes up farther, so that the cliff itself is only 40-60
feet high.) The most prominent landmark to the left of this area is Scotts Overhang, a roof 30 to 40 feet
above the ground, jutting out fifteen feet. It is marked by an incomplete bolt ladder. To the right, of
Scotts Overhang the ground slopes upward, and the climbs become correspondingly shorter.
About 60’ left of Scotts Overhang and 40 to 50 feet above the ground are two prominent rectangular
roofs, the Upper Roof and the Lower Roof. They are both about eight feet long and stick out about three
feet. (The Upper (or rightmost) Roof is slightly bigger.)
Between 85 and 120 feet left of Scotts Overhang the wall is recessed a few feet, forming two dihedrals.
The LOCOMOTIVE and MOTHER BEAR routes ascend these dihedrals. Twenty feet farther left (or 140'
left of Scotts Overhang) is a narrow, rotten-looking chimney, the VERTICAL SMILE. There is an old fence
that comes up within a few feet of the cliff at this point. Left of here, the ground starts sloping upward
again. There are couple more good climbs about thirty feet left of the VERTICAL SMILE (in another,
smaller, recessed section), but then the rock becomes very broken up and overgrown. About 100' left of
the VERTICAL SMILE, however, things improve a bit. The appealing roof with a crack running through it
is DAVES DIVE. (It's near the extreme left end of the Gibraltar cliff, on a section of rock almost
perpendicular to the main wall.)
There are several climbs to the right of and at the head of the tree-filled area mentioned above. On
these climbs, be particularly wary of rock-throwing tourists.
The bottom half of the cliff is generally somewhat rotten, the section by LOCOMOTIVE being the main
exception. The upper half, however, is pretty solid, although knobs and small holds tend to be
weathered and may break off. Most of the routes follow crack systems, and nuts usually provide
excellent protection. A selection of about ten nuts, including a couple cabled nuts and a #6 or #7 Hex, is
adequate on most of the routes.
Pitons should generally be avoided, particularly on the lower half of the cliff, since they do irreversible
damage to the rock. For the few places where nuts just won't work (e.g. on the hard aid routes) Leepers
seem to hold quite well. It is hoped that a few crucial pins will be left fixed—particularly on aid routes—
in order to preserve the rock.
There is no place to fish at Gibraltar.
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ROUTE DESCRIPTIONS
NCCS ratings are used throughout. Absence of a Roman numeral indicates that the route is a Grade I.
First ascent credits are given to the first person to lead a climb, even if the route had previously been
top-roped. (Most routes were put in on the lead.) If two people are credited with a first ascent, it is
understood that the first one led the first pitch and the second one led the second pitch.
* (1) DAVES DIVE. F8 This spectacular climb ascends a dihedral with pigeon holes, then traverses out
under an overhang. Pass the overhang and follow the crack to the top. First dive: Dave Erickson. First
ascent: Scott Stewart, 1970.
(2) THE SLOT. F5. Climb the obvious inside corner for 50' or so. First ascent: Jim Jones, 1970.
* (3) THE HOLE. F6. Climb a flake, step left, and pull up onto a ledge. Spelunk for 15', emerge, and finish
the crack. First ascent: Scott Stewart, 1970.
* (4) SCOTFREE. F9. Climb the right-facing dihedral for 30-35 feet till blocked by a roof. Swing out left
five feet, then struggle up to a small tree. If you think that was hard, rappel off, because the crux is the
crack straight above the tree. First ascent: Scott Stewart, solo, 1970.
* (5) ORGAN GRINDER. F9. Climb the left-facing dihedral till blocked by the roof referred to in (4). Stem
right and jam straight over the roof. Continue jamming and thrutching for a few more feet to reach
easier rock above. To protect the crux, place a Moac at foot-level, stem up, and place a bong or nut in
the crack above. First ascent: Roger Wiegand, 1970.
(5A) NIPPLEFACE. F6. Below the roof of (5) traverse right 17' to a left-facing dihedral. Climb straight up
the dihedral. Have a #6 wedge handy; it fits in a groove on the left face. First ascent: Roger Wiegand,
1970.
(5B) BOARDWALK. F6. When you reach the dihedral on NIPPLEFACE, continue traversing, around the
nose, to the upper half of the VERTICAL SMILE. First ascent: Scott Stewart, Gib Stroud, 1970.
* (6) THE VERTICAL SMILE. F8. It looks like an ugly cancerous crack, but once you get into it (That's the
crux!) you'll love it. After the first bulge it's an enjoyable F6. First ascent: Scott Stewart, 1970.
* (7) MOTHER BEAR. F7. A real delight! Climb the right-facing inside corner to the top of a block. Layback
and body-jam for 50' and step right to a good belay ledge. The next lead continues up the same dihedral
to the top. A lengthwise bong is sometimes used to protect the first pitch. Save a #7 Hex for a belay
anchor. (Actually, the climb is often done in one pitch.) First ascent: Scott Stewart, 1969.
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(8) MILHAUS. F9. Start this tricky, deceptive climb at the big tree 10' left of the start of LOCOMOTIVE.
Climb an incipient crack and nubbins up and right to reach a horizontal crack 15' up and just left of the
LOCOMOTIVE chimney. Climb straight up for a few moves, avoiding the chimney, till the going gets
easier. Diagonal left across a concave face on good knobs, to reach the belay point on MOTHER BEAR.
The next pitch goes up the small crack (about 8' right of the MOTHER BEAR dihedral). The protection on
this pitch is excellent, if you can hang on long enough to place it. The first couple moves of the second
pitch are really F9. First ascent: Dave Kinniburgh, Roger Wiegand, 1970.
* (9) LOCOMOTIVE. F8. This is one of the most enjoyable routes in the world, if not in all of Wisconsin.
Start in the narrow chirmey, pass a small bulge 15' up, and climb easy rock just left of the dihedral. Now
glrntsch up into an alcove, exit up and left, and belay at the right end of the big ledge joining
LOCOMOTIVE and MOTHER BEAR. Now step right to another ledge 5' above the belay, swing back into
the crack above the belayer, and follow the crack to the top. First ascent: Scott Stewart, Roger Wiegand,
1969.
* (10) FACE IT. F9. Below the bulge 15' up LOCOMOTIVE, traverse right a few feet to a good flake. Follow
the left edge of the flake to a ledge system a little below the level of the alcove on LOCOMOTIVE.
Traverse right, into a right-facing dihedral below the left end of the Lower Roof. At the roof, step out
left, place good protection, and climb the crack till it peters out. Continue up the overhanging face
15' to a good ledge. The next pitch is a little more civilized, but not easy. Go right slightly to a crack with
a friendly bolt nearby. Climb the crack; the first couple moves are the worst. First ascent: Scott Stewart,
Roger Wiegand, 1970.
(10A) Instead of climbing the flake on the first pitch, continue traversing till straight below the Lower
Roof. Now climb straight up to the dihedral.
Many combinations involving the climbs (7) - (10) are possible, because of the big ledge connecting
MOTHER BEAR and LOCOMOTIVE. Also, one can easily traverse from LOCOMOTIVE to FACE IT, starting
just below the alcove, or, alternatively, along the ledge five feet above the belay point on LOCOMOTIVE.
* The following combination is enjoyable and easy to protect:
Climb LOCOMOTIVE to a point just below the alcove (F6), traverse up and left across the concave face
(F4) to the belay point on MOTHER BEAR. Now do the second pitch of MOTHER BEAR (F7). This
combination was climbed by Roger Wiegand in 1966.
* (11) WINTER SOLSTICE. F6, A2. So-named because it was first done on December 12. It will no doubt
be done free, and then be one of the great climbs in the area. Climb FACE IT until you're just below the
Lower Roof. Traverse right on aid, under the roof, and reach the dihedral at the left end of the Upper
Roof. (It may be possible to reach this point from the BIRCH TREE route.) Now climb the crack up and
over the Upper Roof, and follow easy ledges to the top. First ascent: Jay Stewart, 1970.
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* (12) BIRCH TREE. F8. Climb tumbled boulders and a flake to a broken birch. Climb another flake, then
continue up to a large sloping platform in a right-facing dihedral. Climb the overhanging crack on the left
wall of the dihedral. (Stemming against the right wall may help.) Excellent nut placements are available.
Belay at the big ledge at the top of the crack. The original route continued up the large dihedral 15' to
the left. A more natural finish (and just a little harder) starts at the right edge of the belay ledge.
Gingerly climb a large detached flake, step right and up toward a tiny tree. Climb straight up, over a
confusing bulge, to easy ledges. First ascent: Peter Cleveland, 1968. First direct finish: Roger Wiegand,
1971.
(12A) CLASSIC. F7. At the birch tree, traverse left 20' to a crack with a couple turdpins. This crack is
directly below the right edge of the Upper Roof. Climb the crack to the sloping ledge at the base of a
large dihedral. Climb up over two awkward steps to the belay ledge on BIRCH TREE. (A 2" bong in a
horizontal crack on the left wall protects the first step nicely, although this climb is often done "nuts
only.") Continue up the large dihedral to the top. From the condition and type of turdpins scattered
along this route, one gathers that the first ascent was many years ago.
* (12B) COP OUT. F6 or F7. This is understandably a popular climb, since it is the easiest major route at
Gibraltar. Climb the flake above the birch tree, then traverse up left around a corner to the sloping ledge
of (12A). Climb the large dihedral to the top. First ascent: Dave Smith, 1970.
* (13) BEARDED CLAM. F8. Climb the slanting crack at the left edge of Scotts Overhang. Swing left onto
the face and climb strenuously up into the clam, a rectangular alcove 40' up. Now it's easy going for a
few moves. Ten feet above the clam, make an amusing move up and right, into a grass-filled dihedral.
Follow the dihedral and crack system straight up to the top. First ascent; Peter Cleveland, 1969.
* (14) CEDAR JEST. II, F7, T2, P3. This ludicrous line, conceived after a jug of wine, is difficult to take
seriously (until you get on it, that is). Climb the larger branch of the big cedar till even with the lip of
Scotts Overhang. By leaning out, you can reach to within three feet of a dubious flake. Put a sling around
the flake, hang a rope from it, climb back down, and prussic up. (Needless to say, you will want
protection from a sling around the cedar.) At the top of the prussic, place a couple bad nuts to gain a
little height, then free climb up a few feet to a hanging belay. (Don't use pitons for an anchor—the flake
is more than adequate, but there's no point in loosening it.) The next lead has, literally, only one crack.
It's a little less than halfway up and takes 1" angle nicely. Take a good selection of cabled nuts to place in
shallow grooves, plus a #7Hex if you tend to get rattled. From the belay point, climb up and right to the
corner, step around the corner, and climb straight up to 2" horizontal crack on the corner, perhaps 25'
above the belayer. Step left around the corner, place the angle, and climb straight up the face, on
rounded holds. It looks ghastly, but there are adequate nut placements. This section, while never
particularly difficult, is incredibly exposed, and is probably the most aesthetic line at Gibraltar. First
ascent: Jay Stewart, Roger Wiegand, 1971.
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* (15) BISHOPS SISTER. The overhanging first pitch of this climb looks very difficult and dangerous.
Amazingly enough, it's fairly safe after the first twenty feet. Start in a broken, rotten crack system dust
to the right of Scotts Overhang (about 6' right of the bottom of the hairline crack that leads straight up
and over the center of the overhang). Follow the crack system up and slightly right for 15-20 feet on fair
nuts and bad pins. Reach right and drive a 1 1/2" angle up into a hole under a bulge. Step cautiously
onto the angle and reach up left for a good nut placement. Continue up and right on three or four good
nuts, then traverse out left on A3 pins. Reach out left onto the face above the overhang and place a #7
Hex in an insecure solution pocket. Move out and up to a questionable bolt. Climb up to a hanging belay
about eight feet above the bolt. Several Leepers in a shallow but solid crack make a good anchor. It
might be advisable to return to the bolt to belay, after anchoring, to minimize the danger of being fallen
on. Surmount the steep section straight above the belay anchor, either directly, or by going left-then-upthen-right. Attain a flake, which takes a #6 Hex for fair protection. Either layback the flake or climb the
face to the right of it, to reach easier ledges leading up to the right. Now, either continue up the final
steep dihedral, or, if the rope drag is too heavy, traverse out left under a roof, to a good belay. (You can
walk off here if you want.) The final dihedral involves the hardest free climbing, but the protection is
excellent, unlike the lower part of the second pitch. First ascent: Jay Stewart, Roger Wiegand, 1971.
* (16) BISHOPRIC. This climb involves some very strenuous aid on the first pitch. The elegant second
pitch, on the other hand, is a sheer delight, once you overcome your fear of getting quartzed. Start 20'
to the right of the bottom of the BISHOPS SISTER. Climb up and right onto a pedestal 12' off the ground.
Aid a flake up and right on good nuts, and place a runner or nut as high as possible, for protection. Move
left on tiny cabled nuts, a tied off piton, etc., to a good bolt (placed for protection). Continue up and
right to a 2" crack, which is followed straight up over the overhanging wall. Belay in slings. Next, climb a
groove up and right, past a small tree stump, and place some high protection. Climb back down to the
stump, and lasso the tiny erect bishopric eight feet to the left. Rig a suspension bridge, and move out
left to a good bolt (again, placed out of fear rather than necessity). Move up on interesting aid into a
dihedral just right of a prominent nose. (A shallow depression takes either a 3" long nut or a pin placed
lengthwise.) Easy cracks now lead to the top. First ascent: Roger Wiegand, Jay Stewart, Dave Kinniburgh,
1971. (First pitch by committee, second by Wiegand.)
(16A) SONOFABISHOP. A3 (at least). Five feet to the right of the prominent nose near the top of the
BISHOPRIC is a small crack that descends from the top of the cliff for a while and then peters out. The
problem is to get to it. Start at the bottom of the DEAD TREE crack (17A). Move out left on cliff hangers,
pop-top tabs, etc., to the small crack, which is followed to the top of the cliff. First ascent: Jay Stewart,
1971.
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* (17) FLYING MACHINE. F8. This climb looks horrible, but it’s really pretty harmless. Start by climbing
onto the pedestal about 15' to the right of (and somewhat higher than) the pedestal at the start of the
BISHOPRIC. Climb the overhanging chimney (F7) with large nuts for protection. Above the overhang,
moderate face-climbing leads to a good belay ledge at the base of the final steep wall. The correct finish
the crack that is straight above the overhanging chimney of the first pitch. (See 17A&B) for precise
location.) Incidentally, the second pitch is the crux. First ascent: Scott Stewart, 1970.
(17A) DEAD TREE. Barely A2. From the belay ledge on FLYING MACHINE, go left and climb the large steep
crack that is 6' left of the standard finish and 8' right of the SONOFABISHOP. (The DEAD TREE crack is
easily recognizable by the absence of a dead tree, and the presence of several chock stones near the
top.) It can presumably be done free, but the first ascent party found it covered with verglas. First
ascent: Roger Wiegand, 1971.
(17B) SIX FEET RIGHT. F8 or so. Climb the crack 6' right of the standard finish of FLYING MACHINE. (It
ends up just left of a large squorbly cedar.) First ascent: Scott Stewart, 1970.
(17C) Avoid the overhanging chimney of the first pitch by climbing onto the higher pillar to the right, and
then climbing the wall up to the belay point.
(18) GARROTE. F7X. Start in the right-facing dihedral 30' to the right of FLYING MACHINE. Climb up
through a very constricting hole, or (harder) climb the dihedral on the outside. Climb the crack system
up over a bulge (crux) and reach the belay ledge of FLYING MACHINE. First ascent: Scott Stewart, 1970.
(19) CLOACA. F5. 25' right of the start of the GARROTE is a major dihedral. Climb it. The first ascent party
thought this was the ugliest, filthiest climb they had ever done. It's highly recommended. First ascent;
Dave Erickson, 1970.
* ( 20) CHIANTI. F6, A1. Nail and nut the aid crack 15' right of CLOACA. Step left onto a ramp, and climb
free, up into an alcove. Pass the small roof on the right, and belay on the big ledge. From the left edge of
the belay ledge, step left onto the face, avoiding the easier crack on the right, and romp up the face,
finishing with an easy overhanging First ascent; Jay Stewart, Dave Kinniburgh, 1971.
(21) BURGUNDY. F5. Climb the obvious crack and chimney system 15' right of CHIANTI. First ascent:
Dave Smith, 1971
*recommended climbs
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